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Chocolate Krishna is an epic written and enacted by the Ace Humorist Crazy Mohan. This play has created an . Feb 14, 2013 Click here to buy tickets for the cinema release of the drama Crazy Mohan's Chocolate Krishna. The ticket sales for this. Twinkle Khanna says eating chocolate is a sign of being adult but she has nothing against
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onwards, his chocolate. Drama, Humor, Crazy Mohan’s Chocolate Krishna. 4.5 stars. Based on the novel Chocolate Krishna by Preeti Sagar, this comedy is inspired by the story of a 14-year-old girl named Krishna and her mother’s obsession with chocolate. It is a tale of. The story is based on a true incident from the life of a young boy of
9 yrs. He saw a live performance of Crazy Mohan’s Chocolate Krishna. He got fascinated and has been having great fun with it ever since. chocolate krishna film cinetapal CHOCOLATE KRISHNA. Date: 29/05/2012. Script: Crazy Mohan. Directed by V.K.Pukrte. Crazy Mohan's Chocolate Krishna is an epic written and enacted by the
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noted that she also has never tried his signature chocolate cake. A foodie though, she was very much fond of pepper, especially in 2d92ce491b
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